Pain
Our client had success in the past with outbound
prospecting. They had markets targeted and
conversion metrics to live by, but were facing issues
surrounding consistency of execution. As our client
was growing, root causes for execution stemmed from
time needed for internal hiring, training, managing,
and delivering successful outbound campaigns on a
regular basis.
Strategy
Since time and resources were a major factor in
consistent results for our client, utilizing SHP for quick
set up and execution on 3600 call activities would
help bring weekly and monthly appointment levels up
to speed efficiently with multiple SHP team members
available.
The project strategy would be to divide efforts into 3
separate campaigns targeting 3 separate markets,
totallying 1200 call activities dedicated to each
campaign. Each market would receive a separate,
custom script specific to each marketplace to ensure
the message resonated succinctly with the
prospective buyers.
SHP Services Integrated
The following SHP services would be utilized for the
successful delivery of the project:
>A dedicated account manager assigned to the client
>3600 call activities monthly to be used by SHP call
team members in pursuit of setting up appointments
>CRM lead management. SHP would update positive
leads generated into our client’s Zoho CRM directly
>Pre-appointment
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The efficacy of the project is ultimately determined by the
number sales generated by prospecting efforts. This is
measured by appointments set and appointments ran as seen
in the “Recent Metrics” chart above generated by our client’s
CRM, Zoho.
While these metrics are important, its noted above that not all
prospects will be converted to an appointment. SHP saw value
in longer term deals by creating alternative “CTA Tiers” for this
project, or, “Call to Action Tiers” to serve those who may take
longer in the sales process.

Moving Forward
The stability has been identified with this client through
consistent metrics hit on a monthly basis. However,
there is room to grow in the appointments set and
appointments ran metrics. The higher these can be, the
greater the success for SHP and our client. Sharpening
the saw and continually learning allows both parties to
grow together.
Our client is one of the Midwest’s premier insurance
providers, so as success continues, other areas of our
clients business are in discussion for SHP to take on.
As we learn and grow, other campaigns are having
success based on the learnings and efficacy of this
project.

A Note from the CEO of SHP

“Whats most exciting about the relationship with this
client is I saw our team put their heads down with the
goals at hand to create strategies that tightened up the
systems and processes responsible for increasing the
results in each market on a month to month basis.”
While we did see early success, giving our client
confidence to increase the size and complexity of the
project by the way we focused on continuous
improvement has resulted in dividends for both parties
for the long term.”
-Ryan S. Pereus, CEO, Superhuman Prospecting

